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The Kashmir Rights Forum (KRF) is an informal, secular, apolitical and forward looking interactive platform
highlighting human rights violations perpetuated against innocent Kashmiri population by terrorists either directly
supported by separatists and their over ground workers or indirectly by sympathizers over last three decades as a
result of proxy war initiated by Pakistan on our homeland.
KRF is dexterous, focused forum with overarching mission to mobilize expertise and public opinion to counter
the organized attempt to violate human rights of common innocent Kashmiris of all generations by the nexus and
tarnishing the image of government and security forces by certain section of media, intelligentsia and conflict
entrepreneurs by flaring up allegations of human rights violations on them, thus diverting attention from the real
perpetrators of these violations.
We, at KRF encourage response by likeminded or otherwise, people and organizations, on documents,
articles & video content produced on multiple social media platforms by us to apprise all citizens of such violations.
KRF will endeavor to expose the designs of the perpetrators by studying the past and present and producing the
facts for public scrutiny as part of our research and highlight such events in present, earliest on occurrence.

A Review of

Human Rights Violations in Kashmir
for the month of June 2022
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02 SOLDIERS INJURED AND
01 MARTYRED IN BLAST IN SHOPIAN

Coward terrorists have no courage to fight and
On June 02, at least three army soldiers were
injured and one died in a blast at Shopian's Sedow in confront the armed forces and hence resort to small
Jammu and Kashmir. At approximately, 3 AM, an grenade and IED blasts. Their aim remains to keep
operation was launched from Sedow COB by SF to the locals under constant fear as also intimidate them
lay cordon and search against terrorists hiding in the thereby causing sufferings to the innocent Kashmiris.
area. However, while moving to the target area in a Although, many such attempts are fumigated on
civil vehicle an explosion occurred resulting in injuries daily basis by security forces, but the OGW nexus that
to three Army soldiers and death of one soldier. The works on barter system continue to operate. We at
Kashmir Rights Forum feel
incident was handy work of the
terrorists, who had planted an Coward terrorists have no courage the pain of the fellow
Kashmiris and therefore urge
IED in the road being used by
to face the SF and hence resort to
the security forces. The
each one of us to unite and
incident was intended to
voice our concerns openly by
intimidation of local Kashmiris
condemning such attacks.
disrupt the movement of the
with grenade and IED blasts.
security forces in the area.
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TERRORISTS ATTACK
CIVILIAN
FAROOQ AHMAD SHEIKH
IN SHOPIAN
On June 02, in yet another act of violence life-long. Only Allah would bring justice to the ailing
terrorists fired upon an innocent Kashmiri in South families by casting wrath on these wretched terrorists.
Kashmirs Keegam area. Farooq Ahmad Shiekh, a
The recent success of SF in the anti-terror
resident of Rakh-e-Children was ruthlessly shot in left operations have compelled the terrorists on multiple
leg resulting in huge blood loss. The incident left the fronts to go low profile. Consequently, they have now
family of Farooq Dar in extreme shock. The innocent started choosing soft targets, by taking down
civilians hardly had any rivalry with anyone in his innocent Kashmiris, in markets, and in public places.
native area. Known for his soft-hearted behavior, Administering their tactics in full swing to choke the
Farooq would share his hand in chores of the economic prosperity of Kashmir, these radical
neighbors and remain ready for any assistance to the terrorists have also started targeting innocent labour
villagers. Such attacks on the innocent fellow force from Bihar and Uttar Pradesh who earn their
Kashmiris reveal the hatred of the so called guardians meager livelihoods by giving out their best in art and
of Kashmir. A known philanthropist of his area, he skilled sectors. Since Farooq was a naïve and helpful
was liked by people from all
person in his locality, targeting
sections of the society. His Only Allah would bring justice to of such persons by terrorists
goodness aside, Farooq was
goes against the basic human
the ailing Kashmiri families by
lone bread earner of his large
rights enshrined by United
casting wrath on these wretched
family. Those heart wrenching
Nations.
terrorists.
sobs and cries of his children
would haunt the terrorists for
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BANK MANAGER VIJAY KUMAR FROM
RAJASTHAN SHOT DEAD IN KULGAM

In a ruthless incident of violence, a pistol-carrying a week ago. He had earlier been working in the
terrorist shot dead a bank manager of Elaqahi Dehati Kokernag branch of the bank, co-owned by the
Bank Vijay Kumar was attacked inside the Arreh Central government, the Jammu and Kashmir
Mohanpora branch in J&K's Kulgam in the morning administration and the State Bank of India. The
of June 02. The terrorist wearing a T-shirt, first killing led to a chorus of condemnation from political
entered the branch to locate and verify the target. The parties across the spectrum, including the National
terrorist then stepped out of the branch and entered a Conference and the BJP. However, such acts of
couple of minutes later with his pistol concealed in a violence only succeed when there is a covert support
bag. The terrorists shot at the victim from very close available to the terrorists.
range when he was talking on his phone while
The spree of killings with Vijay Kumar marked
resolving a pension related issue of a aged govt the eighth targeted killing since May 22. The attacks
employes..
were carried out by the shadow terror organizations of
Kumar, who joined EDB in March 2019, had LeT, with new framework of operations. The killings
married in February this year
are unreservedly against the
and was supposed to come
human rights enshrined by the
Terrorists killed only a non-local,
back to his native village. But
United Nations and ask for
however they assassinated the
the destiny was willed
unequivocal condemnation.
otherwise, said his father Om
However the killing of nondreams of a family, who were
Prakash Beniwal after the
locals in broad day light is an
seeing his way from last year. A
news about his son reached
attempt at creating fear and
noble soul Vijay Kumar was about
him. He had called recently
psychosis among the same
and promised to come home to go on leave to meet his wife to community, tempting them to
for 15 days in July. Kumar had
leave the valley.
whom he was married recently.
joined the Kulgam branch only
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ONE MIGRANT LABOURER KILLED,
ANOTHER INJURED
IN TERRORIST ATTACK IN BUDGAM

On June 3, two destitute non-locals were attacked hard to sustain their families back in Bihar. It is high
by armed terrorists in broad daylight in Chadoora time all of us in Kashmir to realize that masonary
area of Budgam district. One 17-year-old migrant work in valley is something which does not come
labourer, Dilkhush Kumar was killed and another naturally to the locals. Therefore the valley has to seek
received grievous injuries in the incident. The non- the support of skill labour force from Bihar. At the
local labourers were employed at a brick kiln in same time, they charge lesser than Kashmiri artisans
Chadoora village, where they worked day night for in all the works which make them more demanding.
earning their livelihood. Notably, this attack came Unfortunate killing of these laborers is highly
only hours after a bank manager, Vijay Kumar, was condemnable and grave violation of human rights.
shot dead in Kulgam, marking
Such attacks are aimed to
back to back attacks on the Targeted killings of skilled laborers change the overall perception
spirit of Kashmiriyat. The
of outsiders regarding the
from outside will only deter
construction laborer were business investments in the valley. current situation in valley,
highly skilled and were toiling
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POLICE OFFICER
FAROOQ AHMAD
MIR
RUTHLESSLY
SHOT DEAD
IN PULWAMA
On June 18, South Kashmir saw another cold terrorists and killed. His mutilated body was spotted
blooded killing of an innocent Kashmiri through the by locals later in the fields, when farmers were on their
blood ridden hands of Pak backed terrorists. A routine visits to their fields.
policeman was killed for being a true nationalist, loyal
Such killings undertaken by the terrorists after the
to his nation and determined to wipe out the dissolution of article - 370 have left the people
terrorism in the valley. Farooq was a strong minded frightened, however the security forces have
person who would hate the terrorists to utmost tightened the grip on the strings of the terror
degree. It was since then that he was on radar of the networks and major successes have been achieved
terror outfits. He would often inspire the local youth to by the security agencies. In backdrop of such massive
fight the social media propaganda spread by the Pak accomplishments, terrorists are being advised by
backed agencies, and infuse in them, the love for the their handlers to change their tactics by targeting
nation. The off-duty police officer of the Jammu and innocent Kashmiris. This year, the infiltration of
Kashmir Armed Police (IRP 23
terrorists has been minimal
Bn) was ruthlessly shot dead
with installation of antiStrong minded, yet kind at heart
by terrorists in Pulwama,
obstacle system on the LoC,
marking the ninth killing of a Farooq Ahmad Mir was an efficient resulting in utter frustration in
policeman this year. Farooq police officer. Entirely dedicated to t e r r o r g r o u p s . T h e
Ahmad Mir, a sub-inspector in
sympathizer section in the
the service of nation, ensuring
J&K Police (Ministerial Staff),
Kashmiri society needs to
security of the VIPs he was killed
had left home for his paddy
awaken so that the entire
fields in native village of because of his paramount love for ecosystem supporting the
Samboora in Pampore, when
terrorists gets broken.
the nation.
he was pounced upon by
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SUMMARY OF
TERRORISTS HUMAN RIGHTS VIOLATIONS
IN JUNE 2022
There have been 04 terrorists human rights violations in Kashmir valley during the
month of June 2022.
(A)

02 civilians and 03 SF personnel succumbed to their injuries.

(B)

01 civilians 02 SF personnel suffered injuries during these attacks.

Incidents Civ Deaths
05
02

Civ Injured
01

Police / SF Death
02

Police / SF Injured
03



02 June 2022 

02 soldiers injured and 01 died in blast at Shopian



02 June 2022 

Terrorists attack civilian Farooq Ahmad Sheikh in Shopian



02 June 2022 

Bank Manager Vijay Kumar from Rajasthan shot dead in
Kulgam

 03 June 2022 

One Migrant Labourershot dead and iinjured another injured
in terrorist attack in Budgam

 18 June 2022 

Police Officer Farooq Ahmad Mir ruthlessly shot dead in
Pulwama
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